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Five years and more than 100,000 copies after it was first published, it's hard to imagine anyone working in Web
design who hasn't read Steve Krug's "instant classic" on Web usability, but people are still discovering it every
day. In this second edition, Steve adds three new chapters in the same style as the original: wry and
entertaining, yet loaded with insights and practical advice for novice and veteran alike. Don't be surprised if it
completely changes the way you think about Web design. Three New Chapters! Usability as common courtesy -Why people really leave Web sites Web Accessibility, CSS, and you -- Making sites usable and accessible Help!
My boss wants me to ______. -- Surviving executive design whims "I thought usability was the enemy of design
until I read the first edition of this book. Don't Make Me Think! showed me how to put myself in the position of
the person who uses my site. After reading it over a couple of hours and putting its ideas to work for the past
five years, I can say it has done more to improve my abilities as a Web designer than any other book. In this
second edition, Steve Krug adds essential ammunition for those whose bosses, clients, stakeholders, and
marketing managers insist on doing the wrong thing. If you design, write, program, own, or manage Web sites,
you must read this book." -- Jeffrey Zeldman, author of Designing with Web Standards
An understanding of psychology—specifically the psychology behind how users behave and interact with digital
interfaces—is perhaps the single most valuable nondesign skill a designer can have. The most elegant design
can fail if it forces users to conform to the design rather than working within the "blueprint" of how humans
perceive and process the world around them. This practical guide explains how you can apply key principles in
psychology to build products and experiences that are more intuitive and human-centered. Author Jon
Yablonski deconstructs familiar apps and experiences to provide clear examples of how UX designers can build
experiences that adapt to how users perceive and process digital interfaces. You’ll learn: How aesthetically
pleasing design creates positive responses The principles from psychology most useful for designers How
these psychology principles relate to UX heuristics Predictive models including Fitts’s law, Jakob’s law, and
Hick’s law Ethical implications of using psychology in design A framework for applying these principles
We design to elicit responses from people. We want them to buy something, read more, or take action of some
kind. Designing without understanding what makes people act the way they do is like exploring a new city
without a map: results will be haphazard, confusing, and inefficient. This book combines real science and
research with practical examples to deliver a guide every designer needs. With it you’ll be able to design more
intuitive and engaging work for print, websites, applications, and products that matches the way people think,
work, and play. Learn to increase the effectiveness, conversion rates, and usability of your own design projects
by finding the answers to questions such as: What grabs and holds attention on a page or screen? What makes
memories stick? What is more important, peripheral or central vision? How can you predict the types of errors
that people will make? What is the limit to someone’s social circle? How do you motivate people to continue on
to (the next step? What line length for text is best? Are some fonts better than others? These are just a few of
the questions that the book answers in its deep-dive exploration of what makes people tick.
An exploration of how design might be led by marginalized communities, dismantle structural inequality, and
advance collective liberation and ecological survival. What is the relationship between design, power, and social
justice? “Design justice” is an approach to design that is led by marginalized communities and that aims
expilcitly to challenge, rather than reproduce, structural inequalities. It has emerged from a growing community
of designers in various fields who work closely with social movements and community-based organizations
around the world. This book explores the theory and practice of design justice, demonstrates how universalist
design principles and practices erase certain groups of people—specifically, those who are intersectionally
disadvantaged or multiply burdened under the matrix of domination (white supremacist heteropatriarchy,
ableism, capitalism, and settler colonialism)—and invites readers to “build a better world, a world where many
worlds fit; linked worlds of collective liberation and ecological sustainability.” Along the way, the book
documents a multitude of real-world community-led design practices, each grounded in a particular social
movement. Design Justice goes beyond recent calls for design for good, user-centered design, and employment
diversity in the technology and design professions; it connects design to larger struggles for collective
liberation and ecological survival.
Health Design Thinking, second edition
Designing Great Data Products
Designing Multi-Device Experiences
Designing Interfaces
Don't Make Me Think
Applying Lean Principles to Improve User Experience
Gain Meaningful Insight and Increase Your Bottom Line
Effective interface animation deftly combines form and function to improve feedback, aid in orientation, direct attention, show
causality, and express your brand’s personality. Designing Interface Animation shows you how to create web animation that
balances purpose and style while blending seamlessly into the user’s experience. This book is a crash course in motion design
theory and practice for web designers, UX professionals, and front-end developers alike.
Improving the User Experience through Practical Data Analytics shows you how to make UX design decisions based on data—not
hunches. Authors Fritz and Berger help the UX professional recognize the enormous potential of user data that is collected as a
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natural by-product of routine UX research methods, including moderated usability tests, unmoderated usability tests, surveys, and
contextual inquiries. Then, step-by-step, they explain how to utilize both descriptive and predictive statistical techniques to gain
meaningful insight with that data. By mastering the use of these techniques, you’ll delight your users, increase your bottom line
and gain a powerful competitive advantage for your company—and yourself. Key features include: Practical advise on choosing
the right data analysis technique for each project. A step-by-step methodology for applying each technique, including examples
and scenarios drawn from the UX field. Detailed screen shots and instructions for performing the techniques using Excel (both
for PC and Mac) and SPSS. Clear and concise guidance on interpreting the data output. Exercises to practice the techniques
Practical guidance on choosing the right data analysis technique for each project. Real-world examples to build a theoretical and
practical understanding of key concepts from consumer and financial verticals. A step-by-step methodology for applying each
predictive technique, including detailed examples. A detailed guide to interpreting the data output and examples of how to
effectively present the findings in a report. Exercises to learn the techniques
In the past few years, we’ve seen many data products based on predictive modeling. These products range from weather
forecasting to recommendation engines like Amazon's. Prediction technology can be interesting and mathematically elegant, but
we need to take the next step: going from recommendations to products that can produce optimal strategies for meeting concrete
business objectives. We already know how to build these products: they've been in use for the past decade or so, but they're not as
common as they should be. This report shows how to take the next step: to go from simple predictions and recommendations to a
new generation of data products with the potential to revolutionize entire industries.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • At last, a book that shows you how to build—design—a life you can thrive in, at any age
or stage Designers create worlds and solve problems using design thinking. Look around your office or home—at the tablet or
smartphone you may be holding or the chair you are sitting in. Everything in our lives was designed by someone. And every
design starts with a problem that a designer or team of designers seeks to solve. In this book, Bill Burnett and Dave Evans show
us how design thinking can help us create a life that is both meaningful and fulfilling, regardless of who or where we are, what
we do or have done for a living, or how young or old we are. The same design thinking responsible for amazing technology,
products, and spaces can be used to design and build your career and your life, a life of fulfillment and joy, constantly creative
and productive, one that always holds the possibility of surprise.
Contextual Design
Using Qualitative and Quantitative Data to Design Better User Experiences
Create Forms That Don't Drive Your Users Crazy
How to Devise Innovative Digital Products that People Want
Designing Interface Animation
Designing Usable Websites
A Practical Guide to Designing Better Products and Services
This book provides you with more than 100 patterns, principles, and best practices, along
with advice for many of the common challenges you'll face when starting a social
website.--[book cover]
Welcome to our multi-device world, a world where a user’s experience with one application
can span many devices—a smartphone, a tablet, a computer, the TV, and beyond. This
practical book demonstrates the variety of ways devices relate to each other, combining to
create powerful ensembles that deliver superior, integrated experiences to your users. Learn
a practical framework for designing multi-device experiences, based on the 3Cs—Consistent,
Complementary, and Continuous approaches Graduate from offering everything on all
devices, to delivering the right thing, at the right time, on the best (available) device Apply
the 3Cs framework to the broader realm of the Internet of Things, and design multi-device
experiences that anticipate a fully connected world Learn how to measure your multi-device
ecosystem performance Get ahead of the curve by designing for a more connected future
Many businesses are based on creating desirable experiences, products and services for
users. However in spite of this, companies often fail to consider the end user - the customer in their planning and development processes. As a result, organizations find themselves
spending huge sums of money creating products and services that, quite simply, don't work.
User experience research, also known as UX research, focuses on understanding user
behaviours, needs and motivations through a range of observational techniques, task analysis
and other methodologies. User Research is a practical guide that shows readers how to use
the vast array of user research methods available. Covering all the key research methods
including face-to-face user testing, card sorting, surveys, A/B testing and many more, the
book gives expert insight into the nuances, advantages and disadvantages of each, while also
providing guidance on how to interpret, analyze and share the data once it has been
obtained. Ultimately, User Research is about putting natural powers of observation and
conversation to use in a specific way. The book isn't bogged down with small, specific,
technical detail - rather, it explores the fundamentals of user research, which remain true
regardless of the context in which they are applied. As such, the tools and frameworks given
here can be used in any sector or industry, to improve any part of the customer journey and
experience; whether that means improving software, websites, customer services, products,
packaging or more.
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Although recent findings show the public increasingly interacting with government Web sites,
a common problem is that people can’t find what they’re looking for. In other words, the sites
lack usability. The Research-Based Web Design and Usability Guidelines aid in correcting this
problem by providing the latest Web design guidance from the research and other forms of
evidence. This unique publication has been updated from its earlier version to include over 40
new or updated research guidelines, bringing the total to 209. Primary audiences for the book
are: Web managers, designers, and all staff involved in the creation of Web sites. Topics in
the book include: home page design, page and site navigation, graphics and images, effective
Web content writing, and search. A new section on usability testing guidance has been added.
Experts from across government, industry, and academia have reviewed and contributed to
the development of the Guidelines. And, since their introduction in 2003, the Guidelines have
been widely used by government, private, and academic institutions to improve Web design.
UX Research
100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know About People
Somaesthetic Interaction Design
How Analytics Can Help You Understand Your Users
Mismatch
Designing Accessible User Experiences
Improving the User Experience with A/B Testing
On the surface, design practices and data science may not seem like obvious partners. But these disciplines actually work toward the same goal,
helping designers and product managers understand users so they can craft elegant digital experiences. While data can enhance design, design
can bring deeper meaning to data. This practical guide shows you how to conduct data-driven A/B testing for making design decisions on
everything from small tweaks to large-scale UX concepts. Complete with real-world examples, this book shows you how to make data-driven
design part of your product design workflow. Understand the relationship between data, business, and design Get a firm grounding in data, data
types, and components of A/B testing Use an experimentation framework to define opportunities, formulate hypotheses, and test different
options Create hypotheses that connect to key metrics and business goals Design proposed solutions for hypotheses that are most promising
Interpret the results of an A/B test and determine your next move
Foundations for Designing User-Centered Systems introduces the fundamental human capabilities and characteristics that influence how people
use interactive technologies. Organized into four main areas—anthropometrics, behaviour, cognition and social factors—it covers basic research
and considers the practical implications of that research on system design. Applying what you learn from this book will help you to design
interactive systems that are more usable, more useful and more effective. The authors have deliberately developed Foundations for Designing
User-Centered Systems to appeal to system designers and developers, as well as to students who are taking courses in system design and HCI.
The book reflects the authors’ backgrounds in computer science, cognitive science, psychology and human factors. The material in the book is
based on their collective experience which adds up to almost 90 years of working in academia and both with, and within, industry; covering
domains that include aviation, consumer Internet, defense, eCommerce, enterprise system design, health care, and industrial process control.
Interaction design that entails a qualitative shift from a symbolic, language-oriented stance to an experiential stance that encompasses the entire
design and use cycle. With the rise of ubiquitous technology, data-driven design, and the Internet of Things, our interactions and interfaces with
technology are about to change dramatically, incorporating such emerging technologies as shape-changing interfaces, wearables, and movementtracking apps. A successful interactive tool will allow the user to engage in a smooth, embodied, interaction, creating an intimate
correspondence between users' actions and system response. And yet, as Kristina Höök points out, current design methods emphasize symbolic,
language-oriented, and predominantly visual interactions. In Designing with the Body, Höök proposes a qualitative shift in interaction design to
an experiential, felt, aesthetic stance that encompasses the entire design and use cycle. Höök calls this new approach soma design; it is a process
that reincorporates body and movement into a design regime that has long privileged language and logic. Soma design offers an alternative to
the aggressive, rapid design processes that dominate commercial interaction design; it allows (and requires) a slow, thoughtful process that
takes into account fundamental human values. She argues that this new approach will yield better products and create healthier, more
sustainable companies. Höök outlines the theory underlying soma design and describes motivations, methods, and tools. She offers examples of
soma design “encounters” and an account of her own design process. She concludes with “A Soma Design Manifesto,” which challenges
interaction designers to “restart” their field—to focus on bodies and perception rather than reasoning and intellect.
Designers, developers, and entrepreneurs today must grapple with creating social interfaces to foster user interaction and community, but
grasping the nuances and the building blocks of the digital social experience is much harder than it appears. Now you have help. In the second
edition of this practical guide, UX design experts Christian Crumlish and Erin Malone share hard-won insights into what works, what doesn’t,
and why. With more than 100 patterns, design principles, and best practices, you’ll learn how to balance opposing forces and grow healthy
online communities by co-creating the experience with your users. Understand the overarching principles before applying tactical design
patterns Cultivate healthy participation and rein in misbehaving users Learn patterns for adding social components to an existing site Encourage
users to interact with one another, whether it’s one-to-one or many-to-many Use a rating system to build a social experience around products or
services Orchestrate collaborative groups and discover the real power of social networks Explore numerous examples of each pattern, with an
emphasis on mobile apps Learn how to apply social design patterns to enterprise environments
Emotional Design
A Common Sense Approach to Web Usability
Morgan Kaufmann series in data management systems
Foundations for Designing User-Centered Systems
Information Dashboard Design
Creating Products and Services for Better Health
One key responsibility of product designers and UX practitioners is to conduct formal and informal research to clarify design decisions and
business needs. But there’s often mystery around product research, with the feeling that you need to be a research Zen master to gather
anything useful. Fact is, anyone can conduct product research. With this quick reference guide, you’ll learn a common language and set of
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tools to help you carry out research in an informed and productive manner. This book contains four sections, including a brief introduction to
UX research, planning and preparation, facilitating research, and analysis and reporting. Each chapter includes a short exercise so you can
quickly apply what you’ve learned. Learn what it takes to ask good research questions Know when to use quantitative and qualitative
research methods Explore the logistics and details of coordinating a research session Use softer skills to make research seem natural to
participants Learn tools and approaches to uncover meaning in your raw data Communicate your findings with a framework and structure
If you are in charge of the user experience, development, or strategy for a web site, A Web for Everyone will help you make your site
accessible without sacrificing design or innovation. Rooted in universal design principles, this book provides solutions: practical advice and
examples of how to create sites that everyone can use.
This text represents a breakthrough in the process underlying the design of the increasingly common and important data-driven Web
applications.
A practice-based guide to applying the principles of human-centered design to real-world health challenges; updated and expanded with
post–COVID-19 innovations. This book offers a practice-based guide to applying the principles of human-centered design to real-world health
challenges that range from drug packaging to breast cancer detection. Written by pioneers in the field—Bon Ku, a physician leader in
innovative health design, and Ellen Lupton, an award-winning graphic designer—the book outlines the fundamentals of design thinking and
highlights important products, prototypes, and research in health design. This revised and expanded edition describes innovations developed
in response to the COVID-19 crisis, including an intensive care unit in a shipping container, a rolling cart with intubation equipment, and a
mask brace that gives a surgical mask a tighter seal. The book explores the special overlap of health care and the creative process,
describing the development of such products and services as a credit card–sized device that allows patients to generate their own
electrocardiograms; a mask designed to be worn with a hijab; improved emergency room signage; and a map of racial disparities and
COVID-19. It will be an essential volume for health care providers, educators, patients, and designers who seek to create better experiences
and improved health outcomes for individuals and communities.
Designing with Data
The Big Ideas Behind Reliable, Scalable, and Maintainable Systems
Designing with the Body
Designing Data Visualizations
Designing and Operating a Data Reservoir
Patterns for Effective Interaction Design
Defining Customer-centered Systems

A recent study found that on average, designing a form to have a great user experience almost
doubled the rate of successful first-time completions. For example, Ebay made an additional
$USD 500 million annually from redesigning just the button on one of their mobile form screens.
More conversions, fewer dissatisfied users, better return on investment. Can you afford not to
improve your forms' user experiences? This book will walk you through every part of designing a
great forms user experience. From the words, to how the form looks, and on to interactivity,
you'll learn how to design a web form that works beautifully on mobiles, laptops and desktops.
Filled with practical and engaging insights, and plenty of real-world examples, both good and
bad. You'll learn answers to common queries like: Where should field labels go? What makes a
question easy to understand? How do you design forms to work on small screens? How does touch
impact on form design? How long can a form be? What look and feel should the form have:
skeumorphic, flat, or something else? What's best practice for error messaging?
Whether you’re designing consumer electronics, medical devices, enterprise Web apps, or new
ways to check out at the supermarket, today’s digitally-enabled products and services provide
both great opportunities to deliver compelling user experiences and great risks of driving your
customers crazy with complicated, confusing technology. Designing successful products and
services in the digital age requires a multi-disciplinary team with expertise in interaction
design, visual design, industrial design, and other disciplines. It also takes the ability to
come up with the big ideas that make a desirable product or service, as well as the skill and
perseverance to execute on the thousand small ideas that get your design into the hands of
users. It requires expertise in project management, user research, and consensus-building. This
comprehensive, full-color volume addresses all of these and more with detailed how-to
information, real-life examples, and exercises. Topics include assembling a design team,
planning and conducting user research, analyzing your data and turning it into personas, using
scenarios to drive requirements definition and design, collaborating in design meetings,
evaluating and iterating your design, and documenting finished design in a way that works for
engineers and stakeholders alike.
"This book provides chapters that demonstrate an understanding of human-computer interface
guidelines, principles and theories combined with data science techniques investigating usercentered designs of applications across domains while analyzing user data with a data science
approach for effective and user-friendly user interfaces"-User experience (UX) design has traditionally been a deliverables-based practice, with
wireframes, site maps, flow diagrams, and mockups. But in today’s web-driven reality,
orchestrating the entire design from the get-go no longer works. This hands-on book
demonstrates Lean UX, a deeply collaborative and cross-functional process that lets you strip
away heavy deliverables in favor of building shared understanding with the rest of the product
team. Lean UX is the evolution of product design; refined through the real-world experiences of
companies large and small, these practices and principles help you maintain daily, continuous
engagement with your teammates, rather than work in isolation. This book shows you how to use
Lean UX on your own projects. Get a tactical understanding of Lean UX—and how it changes the
way teams work together Frame a vision of the problem you’re solving and focus your team on the
right outcomes Bring the designer’s tool kit to the rest of your product team Break down the
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silos created by job titles and learn to trust your teammates Improve the quality and
productivity of your teams, and focus on validated experiences as opposed to
deliverables/documents Learn how Lean UX integrates with Agile UX
Why We Love (or Hate) Everyday Things
Design of User Interfaces with a Data Science Approach
Designing Data-Intensive Applications
UX Strategy
Using Brain Science to Build Better Products
Designing for the Digital Age
The Information Architecture of Discovery
Dashboards have become popular in recent years as uniquely powerful tools for communicating
important information at a glance. Although dashboards are potentially powerful, this potential
is rarely realized. The greatest display technology in the world won't solve this if you fail to
use effective visual design. And if a dashboard fails to tell you precisely what you need to
know in an instant, you'll never use it, even if it's filled with cute gauges, meters, and
traffic lights. Don't let your investment in dashboard technology go to waste. This book will
teach you the visual design skills you need to create dashboards that communicate clearly,
rapidly, and compellingly. "Information Dashboard Design will explain how to: Avoid the thirteen
mistakes common to dashboard design Provide viewers with the information they need quickly and
clearly Apply what we now know about visual perception to the visual presentation of information
Minimize distractions, cliches, and unnecessary embellishments that create confusion Organize
business information to support meaning and usability Create an aesthetically pleasing viewing
experience Maintain consistency of design to provide accurate interpretation Optimize the power
of dashboard technology by pairing it with visual effectiveness Stephen Few has over 20 years of
experience as an IT innovator, consultant, and educator. As Principal of the consultancy
Perceptual Edge, Stephen focuses on data visualization for analyzing and communicating
quantitative business information. He provides consulting and training services, speaks
frequently at conferences, and teaches in the MBA program at the University ofCalifornia in
Berkeley. He is also the author of "Show Me the Numbers: Designing Tables and Graphs to
Enlighten. Visit his website at www.perceptualedge.com.
Practical Web Analytics for User Experience teaches you how to use web analytics to help answer
the complicated questions facing UX professionals. Within this book, you'll find a quantitative
approach for measuring a website's effectiveness and the methods for posing and answering
specific questions about how users navigate a website. The book is organized according to the
concerns UX practitioners face. Chapters are devoted to traffic, clickpath, and content use
analysis, measuring the effectiveness of design changes, including A/B testing, building user
profiles based on search habits, supporting usability test findings with reporting, and more.
This is the must-have resource you need to start capitalizing on web analytics and analyze
websites effectively. Discover concrete information on how web analytics data support user
research and user-centered design Learn how to frame questions in a way that lets you navigate
through massive amounts of data to get the answer you need Learn how to gather information for
personas, verify behavior found in usability testing, support heuristic evaluation with data,
analyze keyword data, and understand how to communicate these findings with business
stakeholders
Designing Data Reports that Work provides research-based best practices for constructing
effective data systems in schools and for designing reports that are relevant, necessary, and
easily understood. Clear and coherent data systems and data reports significantly improve
educators’ data use and save educators time and frustration. The strategies in this book will
help those responsible for designing education data reports—including school leaders,
administrators, and educational technology vendors—to create productive data reports
individualized for each school or district. This book breaks down the key concepts in creating
and implementing data systems, ensuring that you are a better partner with teachers and staff so
they can work with and use data correctly and improve teaching and learning.
User experience (UX) strategy requires a careful blend of business strategy and UX design, but
until now, there hasn’t been an easy-to-apply framework for executing it. This hands-on guide
introduces lightweight strategy tools and techniques to help you and your team craft innovative
multi-device products that people want to use. Whether you’re an entrepreneur, UX/UI designer,
product manager, or part of an intrapreneurial team, this book teaches simple-to-advanced
strategies that you can use in your work right away. Along with business cases, historical
context, and real-world examples throughout, you’ll also gain different perspectives on the
subject through interviews with top strategists. Define and validate your target users through
provisional personas and customer discovery techniques Conduct competitive research and analysis
to explore a crowded marketplace or an opportunity to create unique value Focus your team on the
primary utility and business model of your product by running structured experiments using
prototypes Devise UX funnels that increase customer engagement by mapping desired user actions
to meaningful metrics
Designing data-intensive Web applications
Designing Your Life
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Designing Data Reports that Work
What System Designers Need to Know about People
Laws of UX
Designing the Search Experience
How Inclusion Shapes Design
Designing with DataImproving the User Experience with A/B Testing"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Together, big data and analytics have tremendous potential to improve the way we use precious resources, to provide more
personalized services, and to protect ourselves from unexpected and ill-intentioned activities. To fully use big data and
analytics, an organization needs a system of insight. This is an ecosystem where individuals can locate and access data,
and build visualizations and new analytical models that can be deployed into the IT systems to improve the operations of
the organization. The data that is most valuable for analytics is also valuable in its own right and typically contains
personal and private information about key people in the organization such as customers, employees, and suppliers.
Although universal access to data is desirable, safeguards are necessary to protect people's privacy, prevent data leakage,
and detect suspicious activity. The data reservoir is a reference architecture that balances the desire for easy access to
data with information governance and security. The data reservoir reference architecture describes the technical
capabilities necessary for a system of insight, while being independent of specific technologies. Being technology
independent is important, because most organizations already have investments in data platforms that they want to
incorporate in their solution. In addition, technology is continually improving, and the choice of technology is often
dictated by the volume, variety, and velocity of the data being managed. A system of insight needs more than technology to
succeed. The data reservoir reference architecture includes description of governance and management processes and
definitions to ensure the human and business systems around the technology support a collaborative, self-service, and safe
environment for data use. The data reservoir reference architecture was first introduced in Governing and Managing Big
Data for Analytics and Decision Makers, REDP-5120, which is available at:
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/abstracts/redp5120.html. This IBM® Redbooks publication, Designing and
Operating a Data Reservoir, builds on that material to provide more detail on the capabilities and internal workings of a
data reservoir.
Why attractive things work better and other crucial insights into human-centered design Emotions are inseparable from
how we humans think, choose, and act. In Emotional Design, cognitive scientist Don Norman shows how the principles of
human psychology apply to the invention and design of new technologies and products. In The Design of Everyday Things,
Norman made the definitive case for human-centered design, showing that good design demanded that the user's must
take precedence over a designer's aesthetic if anything, from light switches to airplanes, was going to work as the user
needed. In this book, he takes his thinking several steps farther, showing that successful design must incorporate not just
what users need, but must address our minds by attending to our visceral reactions, to our behavioral choices, and to the
stories we want the things in our lives to tell others about ourselves. Good human-centered design isn't just about making
effective tools that are straightforward to use; it's about making affective tools that mesh well with our emotions and help
us express our identities and support our social lives. From roller coasters to robots, sports cars to smart phones,
attractive things work better. Whether designer or consumer, user or inventor, this book is the definitive guide to making
Norman's insights work for you.
How inclusive methods can build elegant design solutions that work for all. Sometimes designed objects reject their users:
a computer mouse that doesn't work for left-handed people, for example, or a touchscreen payment system that only works
for people who read English phrases, have 20/20 vision, and use a credit card. Something as simple as color choices can
render a product unusable for millions. These mismatches are the building blocks of exclusion. In Mismatch, Kat Holmes
describes how design can lead to exclusion, and how design can also remedy exclusion. Inclusive design
methods—designing objects with rather than for excluded users—can create elegant solutions that work well and benefit
all. Holmes tells stories of pioneers of inclusive design, many of whom were drawn to work on inclusion because of their
own experiences of exclusion. A gamer and designer who depends on voice recognition shows Holmes his “Wall of
Exclusion,” which displays dozens of game controllers that require two hands to operate; an architect shares her firsthand
knowledge of how design can fail communities, gleaned from growing up in Detroit's housing projects; an astronomer who
began to lose her eyesight adapts a technique called “sonification” so she can “listen” to the stars. Designing for inclusion
is not a feel-good sideline. Holmes shows how inclusion can be a source of innovation and growth, especially for digital
technologies. It can be a catalyst for creativity and a boost for the bottom line as a customer base expands. And each time
we remedy a mismatched interaction, we create an opportunity for more people to contribute to society in meaningful
ways.
Community-Led Practices to Build the Worlds We Need
A Web for Everyone
Improving the User Experience Through Animation
Research-based Web Design & Usability Guidelines
Designing Social Interfaces
A Guide for Creating Data Systems in Schools and Districts
Improving the User Experience through Practical Data Analytics
Data visualization is an efficient and effective medium for communicating large amounts of information, but the design process can often
seem like an unexplainable creative endeavor. This concise book aims to demystify the design process by showing you how to use a
linear decision-making process to encode your information visually. Delve into different kinds of visualization, including infographics and
visual art, and explore the influences at work in each one. Then learn how to apply these concepts to your design process. Learn data
visualization classifications, including explanatory, exploratory, and hybrid Discover how three fundamental influences—the designer, the
reader, and the data—shape what you create Learn how to describe the specific goal of your visualization and identify the supporting
data Decide the spatial position of your visual entities with axes Encode the various dimensions of your data with appropriate visual
properties, such as shape and color See visualization best practices and suggestions for encoding various specific data types
User experience doesn’t happen on a screen; it happens in the mind, and the experience is multidimensional and multisensory. This
practical book will help you uncover critical insights about how your customers think so you can create products or services with an
exceptional experience. Corporate leaders, marketers, product owners, and designers will learn how cognitive processes from different
brain regions form what we perceive as a singular experience. Author John Whalen shows you how anyone on your team can conduct
"contextual interviews" to unlock insights. You’ll then learn how to apply that knowledge to design brilliant experiences for your
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customers. Learn about the "six minds" of user experience and how each contributes to the perception of a singular experience Find out
how your team—without any specialized training in psychology—can uncover critical insights about your customers’ conscious and
unconscious processes Learn how to immediately apply what you’ve learned to improve your products and services Explore practical
examples of how the Fortune 100 used this system to build highly successful experiences
Data is at the center of many challenges in system design today. Difficult issues need to be figured out, such as scalability, consistency,
reliability, efficiency, and maintainability. In addition, we have an overwhelming variety of tools, including relational databases, NoSQL
datastores, stream or batch processors, and message brokers. What are the right choices for your application? How do you make sense of
all these buzzwords? In this practical and comprehensive guide, author Martin Kleppmann helps you navigate this diverse landscape by
examining the pros and cons of various technologies for processing and storing data. Software keeps changing, but the fundamental
principles remain the same. With this book, software engineers and architects will learn how to apply those ideas in practice, and how to
make full use of data in modern applications. Peer under the hood of the systems you already use, and learn how to use and operate
them more effectively Make informed decisions by identifying the strengths and weaknesses of different tools Navigate the trade-offs
around consistency, scalability, fault tolerance, and complexity Understand the distributed systems research upon which modern
databases are built Peek behind the scenes of major online services, and learn from their architectures
"User experience designers today understand the importance of using data to drive the design choices made during the software
development process. But what types of data do you need? How do you collect it? And what should you do with the data once you have
it? In this video, UX design pro Jen Matson shows you how to identify, acquire, and analyze data that not only tells you WHAT your users
do when they use your products, but WHY they do it. Understanding the WHY, says Matson, is the key to better design."--Resource
description page.
Using Psychology to Design Better Products & Services
Practical Web Analytics for User Experience
Design for How People Think
Lean UX
Designing UX: Forms
Data-informed Design
Practical Techniques for Designing Better Products
Provides information on designing easy-to-use interfaces.
Search is not just a box and ten blue links. Search is a journey: an exploration where what we encounter along the way changes what we seek. In this book, the
authors weave together the theories of information seeking with the practice of user interface design.
The User Center Design process is based on various steps, and for each of these steps there are appropriate methods. These methods can help improve the
usability (and usefulness) of your website. This eBook provides you several techniques that will help make your Web applications appeal to the masses,
transforming them into lightweight user experiences. TABLE OF CONTENTS - Evolve Your User Interface To Educate Your Users - Optimizing Emotional
Engagement In Web Design Through Metrics - Enhancing User Interaction With First Person User Interface - Enhancing User Interaction With First Person User
Interfaces - A Guide To Heuristic Website Reviews - Stop Designing Pages And Start Designing Flows - The Data Pixel Approach To Improving User Experience
Contextual design is a state-of-the-art approach to designing products directly from an understanding of how the customer works and what the customer needs.
Based on a method developed and taught by the authors, this is a practical, hands-on guide that articulates the underlying principles of contextual design and
shows how to use them to address different problems, constraints, and organizational situations.
Representing Informational Relationships
An Ecosystem Approach to User Experiences Across Devices
How to Build a Well-Lived, Joyful Life
Principles, Patterns, and Practices for Improving the User Experience
Design Justice
User Research
How to Create Human-Centered Products and Services
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